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Abstract  

A novel SOC (System-On-Chip) intelligent medical advi-
sory system (IMAS) is proposed to construct the medical 
apparatus for home healthcare. Benefited from the nu-
merical method, which represents knowledge with prime 
numbers and implements inference by arithmetic calcu-
lation, such system is feasible for a self-contained ARM 
chip. The research will contribute to the intelligent 
wearable healthcare apparatus. 

Systemic description 

Now our life is permeated by various healthcare appara-
tus, among which the mobile ones are especially wel-
comed. However, the convenience usually means limited 
functions. Most of them just generate alarm messages if 
and only if there are some exceptional signs. Then home 
users need to consult the clinicians or submit the medical 
information to central server. It is out of the expectation 
of genuine mobile healthcare. Our pilot research project 
is to integrate the intelligent medical advisory system 
(IMAS) with medical transducers. So the mobile appara-
tus can feedback the real-time medical advices to home 
users. A distributed IMAS for home healthcare based on 
sphygmogram, including the embedded-link intelligent 
medical advisory agent (IMAA), has been developed 
successfully1.  Then to transplant the IMAA into embed-
ded platform, a numerical method was innovated to rep-
resent medical knowledge with numerical values and 
implement medical inference by arithmetic calculation2. 
It was verified to improve the inference performance 
while depress the requirement of systemic resources by a 
series of simulations. Here the numerical IMAA was 
transplanted and condensed into an ARM-based medical 
application-specific chip.  

Systemic implementation 

The medical application-specific chip is to be inserted 
into various transducers. Firstly, it needs to pre-process 
the monitored signal and extract the vital signs for suc-
cedent medical advisory service.  Hereby the low storage 
for knowledge base (KB) and efficient medical inference 
of IMAA is critical to successful implementation. Now 
due to the medical knowledge is represented by the 
product of prime numbers, ~1000 rules occupy about 
27K bytes, only 1/5 ~ 1/10 of string- or symbol-based 
KB. Then the volume of KB, including the additional 
~2K bytes for coding tables, can be limited within 30K 

bytes. Moreover, the KB can be up linked to central 
server and updated with the evolution of health condi-
tion. The concise numerical KB is also beneficial to the 
integrated wireless communication. Attribute to the regu-
lar multiplication and division, the numerical medical 
inference could be implemented by the integrated DSP 
unit, which is 4 times at least faster than the string- or 
symbol-based searching and matching. Consequently, it 
shows the numerical IMAA is feasible for the ARM 
chip. And the desired system is shown in the following 
diagram. 
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Figure 1 – Block diagram of IMAA-integrated ARM 

Conclusion 

The IMAA-integrated ARM chip can provide self-
contained medical advisory service. Therefore, inserted 
into the medical transducers, it enables us to develop the 
wearable intelligent apparatus for home healthcare and 
improve people’s life quality.  
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